
Source

Finding a single source of truth
for all the data scattered at
multiple locations was one of
the biggest challenges for the
client.

Silos

The client had been using two
CRMs (NetSuite and Close.io),
which maintained data in
silos and had data
duplication.

Synchronization

There was a need to build
pipelines to pull data from
the existing CRMs of the
client and synchronize the
data between them.

11% SALES SPIKE USINGMACHINE
LEARNING TO FORECAST RESALE FOR A
DIAGNOSTIC TEST KITS PROVIDER

Learn how Algoscale aided this US-
based retailer selling diagnostic test
kits for businesses in building a
scoring model to provide real-time
sales forecasts to send purchase
reminders to the existing clients.

Industry Challenges

For whatever the initial reasons might have been, having numerous and incompatible CRMs is a pain
that grows exponentially over time. It becomes practically challenging to maintain data quality and
governance across them. There are dozens of essential API connections as well as dozens of non-
essential ones that are a nightmare to disentangle. It's also chock-full of proprietary data, such as
activity histories and custom objects, that may be tough to move for sales operations. Furthermore,
the duplication of datamakes it tricky to push future sales predictions based on the behavior of the
existing customers.

Problem Statement

To design a solution that would synchronize data between the existing CRMs (NetSuite and Close.io),
analyze the data, and predict future sales on a user-friendly, intuitive dashboard. In addition, the
client wanted prospects-scoring in the CRM and to push the data to Close.io for further action.

Our Solution

Algoscale enriched the data from third-party sources and usedmachine learning and advanced
analytics on multiple data points like client lists, purchase histories, and the nature of the
institution to forecast sales of the next testing kit.

Our team also used Django and PHP to pull data from and synchronize the CRMs (NetSuite and
Close.io) while making sure that any changes made in one CRM were reflected in the other.

For synchronization purposes, we worked with numerous SOAP APIs and Web services. The
synced data was demonstrated on an Angular dashboard.



Technology

Pipelines were built to pull data
from the existing CRM (NetSuite
+ Close.io) and sync them using

Django and PHP.

Data was enriched from multiple
3rd party sources and various
data points to forecast sales for

next testing kit.

A user-friendly, interactive
dashboard to present

synced data, sales forecasts
and other information.

Tech Stack

Business Impact
The client observed an 11% spike in sales with our exceptional solution.

Algoscale delivered a user-friendly, intuitive dashboard to demonstrate synchronized data
between existing CRMs, evaluate data, and forecast revenues in the future.

The synchronization measures simplified the overall architecture and further aided in
building the dashboard and prediction layers on top of it.

With the help of our solution, each lead is now assessed based on its conversion potential,
as determined by prior wins and losses.

Case Study: 11% sales spike using Machine Learning to forecast resale for a diagnostic
test kits provider

Client
A US-based leading diagnostic
test kits provider offering
substance abuse screening
options for healthcare
providers, addiction treatment
specialists, employee
recruiters, law enforcement
officers, safety procurement
managers, and concerned
educators.

Challenge
The client had multiple data
points available and was
looking for a model to
evaluate them in order to
forecast the sales of the
upcoming testing kits and
send reminders to the
existing clients.

Our solution
Algoscale developed a
solution that synchronized
data between existing CRMs
(NetSuite and Close.io),
analyzed the data, and
predicted future sales on a
user-friendly, simple
interface.

Business Impact
Algoscale provided the
client with a user-friendly,
intuitive dashboard for
future sales predictions.
The client was able to
garner an 11% increase in
revenue with our solution
to forecast resale.

WE DATA
Algoscale is a Data consulting company covering data engineering, applied AI, data science, & product
engineering. Established in 2014, we have helped wide range of organizations from start-ups to
Fortune 100 companies ingest and store enormous amounts of raw data in order to translate it into
actionable insights for better decision-making and faster business value.
To know more, visit: https://algoscale.com/

askus@algoscale.com

Follow us on

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbFQyc3djMVliUGNvRUlyNFFWZDhJSkl3OEhnd3xBQ3Jtc0ttS0hTT1ZIaWdaSzVIUUhjYWFoTkpGVlVTc3hRdHVOQ0dWN0d5ODJ6NTJ4WHdiQVZ0aS1NT29hUzFQbC1ZbUNsRXROY09iOUozMDZjb3V4dC1rcnNIZkNYeTk2Vkl2MlZneVFZOHdsMDJzYmk0ZEExaw&q=https%3A%2F%2Falgoscale.com%2F
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